Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator.
CHRISTMAS VOCABULARY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE 2
Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures

1. lantern
2. poinsettia
3. hat
4. candle
5. candy canes
6. snowflake
7. snowman
8. angel
9. carolers
10. snow globe
11. elf
12. pudding
13. cake
14. cookies
15. gingerbread
16. sweets

Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
HOBBIES VOCABULARY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE 2

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures.

1. skiing
2. running
3. travelling
4. doing ballet
5. walking
6. flying a kite
7. swimming
8. playing tennis
9. doing origami
10. riding a motorbike
11. playing the piano
12. playing video games
13. playing chess
14. doing shopping
15. sailing
16. playing with friends

Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
EXTREME SPORTS VOCABULARY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures

1. hang gliding
2. skiing
3. bungee jumping
4. water skiing
5. mountain biking
6. car racing
7. skydiving
8. canoeing
9. snowboarding
10. scuba diving
11. motor racing
12. surfing
13. rafting
14. parasailing
15. rock climbing
16. skateboarding

Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
GARDENING TOOLS VOCABULARY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures.

1. spade
2. saw
3. axe
4. sprayer
5. pruning shears
6. hedge shears
7. rake
8. gloves
9. hose
10. gardening fork
11. watering can
12. hoe
13. wheelbarrow
14. ladder
15. trowel
16. lawnmower

Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator.
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
CHILDREN GAMES WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures

1. hopscotch
2. hide and seek
3. leapfrog
4. tag
5. football
6. jumping rope
7. marbles
8. Chinese whispers
9. baseball
10. basketball
11. paddle ball
12. hoop rolling
13. Jackstones
14. blind man’s buff
15. dodgeball
16. tug of war

Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
CLASSROOM OBJECTS WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures.

1. crayon
2. sharpener
3. book
4. pen
5. palette
6. schoolbag
7. notebook
8. paintbrush
9. pencil case
10. ruler
11. scissors
12. pencil
13. map
14. globe
15. eraser
16. glue

Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator.
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures.

1. monitor
2. computer case
3. keyboard
4. mouse
5. webcam
6. microphone
7. speakers
8. headphones
9. printer
10. cables
11. flash drive
12. scanner
13. DVD burner
14. DVD
15. hard disk
16. power supply

Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator.
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator